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Introduction

Methods
CASE STUDY LOCATION:

MOTIVATION:
• Storm surge, chronic flooding, erosion, beach stabilization, and
land subsidence affect all Delaware counties and impact
municipalities, private residences, public and private enterprises,
infrastructure, and recreation across the state (State of Delaware,
2018)1
• The stability of coastal communities is likely to decrease with the
changing climate, which will, in turn, create more complex issues
that will require a team-oriented approach to problem-solving.

OBJECTIVE:
• The Coastal Resilience Design Studio (CRDS), formed in 2018,
comprises an interdisciplinary teams of student designers,
researchers, and engineers exploring creative and thoughtful
solutions to manage particular cases that threaten coastal
communities.
• In this case study, adaptable design elements became local
policy updates related to sustainable land use, planning, and
economic growth for one rural town.

LITTLE CREEK, DELAWARE CONCEPTUAL RESILIENCE PLAN
APPROACH:

• Little Creek (LC), DE, located in Kent
County in the Delaware Bay
watershed. The town is comprised of
78 households with a median
household income of $46,250 and a
population of approximately 187
residents (Claritas Data USA, 2020)2.

• CRDS employed a case study approach in a
small rural town with limited planning,
design, and implementation resources.

• LC is a coastal community, vulnerable
to and experiencing SLR impacts.
Residents envision the development of
resilience planning that maintains the
small-town character and provides
opportunities to showcase the town’s
maritime history. They hope to allow
for modest growth and redevelopment
that is consistent with its rural
surroundings while adapting to sea
level rise” (Comprehensive Plan, 2016)3
.

• Students collected data by reviewing existing
planning documents, conducting site visits,
and acquiring GIS and field-based maps of
topography, hydrology, soils, flood zones, SLR
projections, existing buildings, infrastructure,
and traffic studies. After analyzing the data,
the interdisciplinary team developed and
considered design alternatives.
• A technical review process included inviting
experts from various agencies, including the
Delaware Department of Natural Resources
(DNREC), Delaware Department of
Transportation (DelDOT). In addition, CRDS
conducted two community reviews via Zoom
at a scheduled town hall meetings.

Results

The resulting LC Master Plan called for numerous
treatments to address various community concerns,
including:
• stormwater treatments including multiple bioswales
and a constructed/restored wetland,
• crosswalks, planted medians, and a painted parking
lane to address community safety concerns [a twoweek pop-up demonstration of proposed safety
features showed a reduction in traffic speeds] ,
• A multi-use recreation path for further enhanced
safety for walkers and bikers,
• And various levels of pop-up shops and micro-retail to
address economic resilience.
The LC Master Plan proposed adaptive landscape
features that fit the economic provisions of a small rural
town.
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CRDS worked with the town to develop an upgradeable implementation strategy that will change over
time as future changes arise. For example, the CRDS wrote a post-planning grant application for
professional engineering feasibility studies of stormwater features (in progress). The feasibility focuses
on an area identified by the Master Plan as most significant risk and need near the community post
office. Damaged stormwater infrastructure and non-functional wetlands were identified by CRDS as the
primary issues causing intense flooding in these areas. While waiting for the engineering studies, a small
grant was allocated to address invasive wetland species (Phragmites australis) in the area. The slow
approach to gathering resources to address one aspect of the Master Plan is necessarily adaptive. As
CRDS works to remove invasive wetland species, this small intervention allows us time to study the
impact of one treatment at a time. Before funding becomes available for more thorough wetland
restoration, DelDOT may have addressed damaged stormwater infrastructure, allowing us to adapt the
plans for a complete wetland restoration if the town resources could be better served elsewhere. This
flexibility is the adaptive nature of a slower implementation of a well-designed Master Plan.
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Perhaps the most immediate and significant project success is the implementation of micro-retail - small
footprint retail shops, on commercially zoned parcels. This model is both flexible and adaptive by design.
The small retail establishments may be expanded or removed from the site and are inexpensive to rent
for potential entrepreneurs. A developer in LC adopted this strategy and is building seven small retail
establishments to host community commercial venues including places for kayak rentals, ice cream,
produce, and seafood. These stores bring tax revenue to LC, adding economic vibrancy that fosters
further development of proposed amenities from the Master Plan such as multi-use trail and street
beautification projects.
Large urban centers with more robust resources are likely to require profound disturbances to evaluate
new ways of doing things. The pandemic has taught us that environmental changes, such as the addition
of outdoor dining through parklets, make good sense. Prior to 2020, planners and designers worked for
decades to loosen regulations that would not allow for such urban innovations and smart people-first
practices. Lessons from small towns embarking on Master Planning project with constrained resources
for implementation operate on a slower time scale than larger planning projects. Adaptation of plans
may occur as new pathways are explored in the face of new environmental realities.
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